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FUSION IN THE ENTWINED CATEGORY OF YETTER–DRINFELD
MODULES OF A RANK-1 NICHOLS ALGEBRA
A.M. SEMIKHATOV
ABSTRACT. We rederive a popular nonsemisimple fusion algebra in the braided context,
from a Nichols algebra. Together with the decomposition that we find for the product of
simple Yetter–Drinfeld modules, this strongly suggests that the relevant Nichols algebra
furnishes an equivalence with the triplet W -algebra in the pp,1q logarithmic models of
conformal field theory. For this, the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules is to be regarded
as an entwined category (the one with monodromy, but not with braiding).
1. INTRODUCTION
The idea to construct “purely algebraic” counterparts of vertex-operator algebras (con-
formal field theories) has a relatively long history [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. In [7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14], this idea was developed for nonsemisimple—logarithmic—CFT mod-
els, which have been intensively studied recently (see [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27] and the references therein). In [28], further, a braided and arguably
“more fundamental” algebraic counterpart of logarithmic CFT was proposed. It is given
by Nichols algebras [29, 30, 31, 32, 33]; the impressive recent progress in their theory
(see [34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44] and the references therein) is a remarkable
“spin-off” of Andruskiewitsch and Schneider’s program of classification of pointed Hopf
algebras.
Associating Nichols algebras with CFT models implies that certain CFT-related struc-
tures must be reproducible from (some) Nichols algebras. Here, we take the simplest,
rank-1 Nichols algebra Bp of dimension p ě 2 and, from the category of its Yetter–
Drinfeld modules, extract a commutative associative 2p-dimensional algebra on the xprqν ,
1ď r ď p, ν P Z2:
(1.1) xpr1qν1 xpr2qν2 “
p´1´|r1`r2´p|ÿ
s“|r1´r2|`1
step“2
xpsqν1`ν2 `
pÿ
s“2p´r1´r2`1
step“2
ppsqν1`ν2,
with
pprqν “
#
2xprqν `2xpp´ rqν`1, r ă p,
xppqν , r “ p.
This is the FHST fusion algebra [45] (also see [12]), which makes part of what we know
from [11] (also see [46]) to be an equivalence of representation categories—of the triplet
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algebra W ppq in the pp,1q logarithmic conformal models [47, 48, 49, 50, 45] and of a
small quantum sℓ2 at the 2pth root of unity, proposed in this capacity in [7, 8] and then
used and studied, in particular, in [51, 52, 53, 54, 55] (this quantum group had appeared
before in [56, 57, 58]).
The reoccurrence of the fusion algebra in the braided approach advocated in [28],
together with some other observations, supports the idea that Nichols algebras are at
least as good as the quantum groups proposed previously [7, 8, 9, 10, 59] for the log-
arithmic version of the Kazhdan–Lusztig correspondence (the correspondence between
vertex-operator algebras and quantum groups).1
Algebra (1.1) arises here as an algebra in the center of the category of Yetter–Drinfeld
Bp-modules; the xprqν are certain images of the simple Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules
Xprqν .
2 More is actually true: from the study of the representation theory of Bp, we
obtain that the tensor product of simple Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules decomposes as
(1.2) Xpr1qν1 bXpr2qν2 “
p´1´|r1`r2´p|à
s“|r1´r2|`1
step“2
Xpsqν1`ν2 ‘
pà
s“2p´r1´r2`1
step“2
Prssν1`ν2,
where Prpsν “ Xppqν and Prrsν for 1 ď r ď p´ 1 is a reducible Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-
module with the structure of subquotients
(1.3)
Prrsν “
Xpp´ rqν`1
Xprqν Xprqν`2,
Xpp´ rqν`1
Decompositions (1.2) were conjectured in [28] and are proved here. The Xprqν and Prrsν
do not exhaust all the category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules, but make up “the most
significant part of it,” and relations (1.2), together with the structure of Prrsν , already
seem to imply that the category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules is equivalent to the W ppq
representation category. This requires an important clarification, however.
In the braided category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules, the simple objects are the
Xprqν labeled by 1 ď r ď p and ν P Z4 (and, accordingly, ν P Z4 in Prrsν , and so on).
There are twice as many objects as in the category of W ppq representations [45, 46, 11].
But the presumed equivalence is maintained for entwined categories [60]—those endowed
with only “double braiding” DY,Z “ cZ,Y ˝ cY,Z (the monodromy on the W ppq side). The
1But the actual motivation in [28], which is yet to be tested on more advanced examples, was that Nichols
algebras can actually do better than the “old” quantum groups.
2The notation is fully explained below, but here we note that the module comodule structure, e.g., of
Xprqν depends only on r, whereas ν serves to distinguish isomorphic module comodules that nevertheless
have different braiding.
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properties of double braiding can be axiomatized without having to resort to the braid-
ing itself [60]. This defines a twine structure and, accordingly, an entwined category.
Remarkably, it was noted in [60] that
“many significant notions apparently related to c actually depend only on
D or [the twist] θ . The S-matrix, and the subcategory of transparent ob-
jects, which play an important role in the construction of invariants of
3-manifolds, are defined purely in terms of the double braiding. More sur-
prisingly, the invariants of ribbon links . . . do not depend on the actual
braiding, but only on D.”
In the entwined category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules, the objects with ν and ν `2 in
their labels are isomorphic, which sets ν P Z2 and resolves the “representation doubling
problem”; everything else on the algebraic side appears to be already “fine-tuned” to
ensure the equivalence. (We do not go as far as modular transformations in this paper, but
the above quotation suggests that dealing with entwined categories is not an impediment
to rederiving the W ppq modular properties at the Nichols algebra level, in a “braided
version” of what was done in [7].)
It may also be worth noting that we derive (1.1) and (1.2) independently (of course,
from the same structural results on Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules, but not from one an-
other). In particular, (1.1) is obtained by directly composing the action of xpr1qν1 and
xpr2qν2 on Yetter–Drinfeld modules, with xprqν : YÑ Y given by “running Xprqν along
the loop” in the diagram (with the notation to be detailed in what follows)
(1.4)
✎☞
✎
✍
☞
✌B2✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✎
✍
☞
✌B✡✠
As such, the xprqν depend only on ν P Z2—there is no “Z4 option” for them.3
This paper is organized as follows. For the convenience of the reader, we summa-
rize the relevant points from [28] in Sec. 2; a very brief summary is that for a Nichols
3Diagram (1.4) involves not only the squared braiding B2 of Yetter–Drinfeld modules but also, “in the
loop,” the braiding itself (and the ribbon map ϑ ). This does not affect the statement of the equivalence
of entwined categories, but rather suggests exploring a further possibility, elaborating on the fact that the
braiding of a Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-module with itself and with its dual also depends on ν P Z2, not ν P Z4
(and the same for the ribbon map). An entwined1 category might allow these braidings in addition to twines.
This is similar to the idea of twist equivalence in the theory of Nichols algebras [32] (the similarity is not
necessarily superficial if we recall that the braiding of “bare vertex operators” is diagonal for Bp).
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algebra BpXq, a category of its Yetter–Drinfeld modules can be constructed using an-
other braided vector space Y (whose elements are here called “vertices,” and the Yetter–
Drinfeld modules the “multivertex” modules). In Sec. 3, we introduce duality and the
related assumptions that make it possible to write diagrams (1.4). In Sec. 4, everything
is specialized to a rank-1 Nichols algebra Bp (depending on an integer p ě 2). First
and foremost, “everything” includes multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld modules. We actually
construct important classes of these modules quite explicitly (Appendix B), which allows
proving (1.2) and also establishing duality relations among the modules. We also study
their braiding, find the ribbon structure, and finally use all this to derive (1.1) from (1.4)
for Bp. Basic properties of Yetter–Drinfeld modules over a braided Hopf algebra are
recalled in Appendix A.
2. THE NICHOLS ALGEBRA OF SCREENINGS
We summarize the relevant points of [28] in this section.
Screenings and BpXq. The underlying idea is that the nonlocalities associated with
screening operators—multiple-integration contours, such as
(2.1) ˆ ˆ ˆ “
¡
´8ăz1ăz2ăz3ă8
si1pz1qsi2pz2qsi3pz3q,
where s jpzq are the “screening currents”— allow introducing a coproduct by contour cut-
ting, called “deconcatenation” in what follows:
∆ : ˆ ˆ ˆ ÞÑ ˆ ˆ ˆ ✂ ` ˆ ˆ ✂ ˆ(2.2)
` ˆ ✂ ˆ ˆ ` ✂ ˆ ˆ ˆ
(with the line cutting symbol subsequently understood as b). A product of “lines popu-
lated with crosses” is also defined, as the “quantum” shuffle product [61], which involves
a braiding between any two screenings. It is well known that these three structures—
coproduct, product, and braiding—satisfy the braided bialgebra axioms [61]. The an-
tipode is in addition given by contour reversal. The braided Hopf algebra axioms are then
satisfied for quite a general braiding (by far more general than may be needed in CFT);
it is rather amusing to see how the braided Hopf algebra axioms are satisfied by merging
and cutting contour integrals [28]. The algebra generated by single crosses—individual
screenings—is the Nichols algebra BpXq of the braided vector space X spanned by the
different screening species (whose number is called the rank of the Nichols algebra).
Nichols algebras. The Nichols algebras—“bialgebras of type one” in [29]—are a crucial
element in a classification program of ordinary Hopf algebras of a certain type (see [30,
32, 31, 37] and the references therein). Nichols algebras have several definitions, whose
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equivalence is due to [62] and [30]. The Nichols algebra BpXq of a braided linear space
X can be characterized as a graded braided Hopf algebra BpXq “
À
ně0BpXqpnq such
that BpXqp1q “ X and this last space coincides with the space of all primitive elements
PpXq “ tx P BpXq | ∆x “ xb 1` 1b xu and it generates all of BpXq as an algebra.4
Nichols algebras occurred independently in [66], in constructing a quantum differential
calculus, as “fully braided generalizations” of symmetric algebras,
BpXq “ k‘X ‘
à
rě2
Xbr{kerSr,
where Sr is the total braided symmetrizer (“braided factorial”).
The space of vertices Y . In addition to the braided linear space X spanned by the differ-
ent screening species, we introduce the space of vertex operators taken at a fixed point,
(2.3) Y “ SpanpVαp0qq,
where α ranges over the different primary fields in a given CFT model. CFT also yields
the braiding Ψ : X bX Ñ X bX of any two screenings (which is always applied to two
screenings on the same line, as in (2.1)), as well as the braiding Ψ : X bY Ñ Y bX and
Ψ : Y bX Ñ X bY of a screening and vertex (also on the same line, as in (2.4) below),
and eventually the braiding Ψ : Y bY ÑY bY of any two vertices, but a large part of our
construction can be formulated without this last.
The two braided vector spaces X and Y are all that we need in this section; the braiding
Ψ can be entirely general.
Dressed vertex operators as BpXq-modules. We use the space Y to construct BpXq-
modules. Their elements are sometimes referred to in CFT as “dressed{screened vertex
operators,” for example,
(2.4) ˆ ˆ ˝ ˆ “
ĳ
´8ăx1ăx2ă0
si1px1qsi2px2qVαp0q
ż
0ăx3ă8
si3px3q.
It is understood that the ˆ and ˝ are decorated with the appropriate indices read off from
the right-hand side; but it is in fact quite useful to suppress the indices altogether and letˆ
and ˝ respectively denote the entire spaces X and Y , and we assume this in what follows.
Because the integrations can be taken both on the left and on the right of the vertex
position, the resulting modules are actually BpXq bimodules. The left and right actions
of BpXq are by pushing the “new” crosses into the different positions using braiding; the
left action, for example, can be visualized as
4An important technicality, noted in [63, 64], is a distinction between quantum symmetric algebras [65]
and Nichols algebras proper; the latter are selected by the condition that the braiding be rigid, which in
particular guarantees that the duals X˚ are objects in the same braided category with the X .
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ˆ . ˝ ˆ “
ˆ ˝ ˆ ` ˝ ˆ ˆ ` ˝ ˆ ˆ
where the arrows, somewhat conventionally, represent the braiding Ψ. Once again by
deconcatenation, e.g.,
δL : ˆ ˆ ˝ ˆ ÞÑ ✂ ˆ ˆ ˝ ˆ ` ˆ ✂ ˆ ˝ ˆ
` ˆ ˆ ✂
˝ ˆ ,
these bimodules are also bicomodules and, in fact, Hopf bimodules over BpXq (see [67,
68, 69, 70] for the general definitions).
Braid group diagrams and quantum shuffles. A standard graphical representation for
the multiplication in BpXq and its action on its modules is in terms of braid group dia-
grams. For example, the above left action is represented as (to be read from top down)
(2.5)
ˆ b ˝ ˆ
Ñ
ˆ ˝ ˆ
`
ˆ ˝ ˆ
`
ˆ ˝ ˆ
“ pid`Ψ1`Ψ2Ψ1qpX bY bXq,
where we use the “leg notation,” in the right-hand side, letting Ψi denote the braiding of
the ith and pi`1qth factors in a tensor product (our notation and conventions are the same
as in [28]). The braid group algebra element X1,2 ” id`Ψ1`Ψ2Ψ1 occurring here is
an example of quantum shuffles. The product in BpXq is in fact the shuffle product
(2.6) Xr,s : XbrbXbs Ñ Xbpr`sq
on each graded subspace. The antipode restricted to each Xbr is up to a sign given by
the “half-twist”— the braid group element obtained via the Matsumoto section from the
longest element in the symmetric group:
(2.7) Sr “ p´1qr Ψ1pΨ2Ψ1qpΨ3Ψ2Ψ1q . . .pΨr´1Ψr´2 . . .Ψ1q : Xbr Ñ Xbr
(with the brackets inserted to highlight the structure, and the sign inherited from reversing
the integrations); for example,
S5 “´
The Hopf bimodules alluded to above are (some subspaces in) À
r,sě0
Xbr bY bXbs, with
the left and right BpXq actions on these also expressed in terms of quantum shuffles as
Xr,s`1`t : X
brb
`
XbsbY bXbt
˘
Ñ
rà
i“0
Xbps`r´iqbY bXbpt`iq
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and
Xs`1`t,r :
`
XbsbY bXbt
˘
bXbr Ñ
rà
i“0
Xbps`r´iqbY bXbpt`iq.
Hopf-algebra diagrams. The four operations on bi(co)modules of a braided Hopf alge-
bra B are standardly expressed as
✍ ✎ ✌ ☞
which are respectively the left module structure BbZÑZ, the left comoduleZÑBbZ,
the right module structure ZbBÑZ, and the right comodule structures ZÑZbB. The
product and coproduct in the braided Hopf algebra itself are denoted as ✝✆and ✞☎. The
braiding is still denoted as , but in contrast to the braid-group diagrams, each line now
represents a copy of B or a B (co)module.
Adjoint action and Yetter–Drinfeld modules. The left and right actions of a braided
Hopf algebra B on its Hopf bimodule Z give rise to the left adjoint action BbZÑ Z:
(2.8) ✍§ “
✞☎
✍✞✝ ☎✆S✠
A fundamental fact is that the space of right coinvariants in a Hopf bimodule is invariant
under the left adjoint action; this actually leads to an equivalence of categories, the cat-
egory of Hopf bimodules and the category of Yetter–Drinfeld modules [67, 68, 71, 66].
We recall some relevant facts about Yetter–Drinfeld modules in Appendix A. In our case
of modules spanned by dressed vertex operators, the right coinvariants—all those y that
map as y ÞÑ yb 1 under the right coaction—are simply the vertex operators dressed by
screenings only from the left, i.e., elements of Xbr bY , for example, ˆ ˆ ˝ .
In terms of braid group diagrams (with the lines representing the X and Y spaces), an
example of the left adjoint action on such spaces is given by
(2.9)
ˆbˆˆ ˝
Ñ ` ` ´ ´ ´
where a single “new” cross arrives to each of the three possible positions in two ways,
one with the plus and the other with the minus sign in front (which is something expected
of an “adjoint” action). That the cross never stays to the right of ˝ is precisely a manifes-
tation of the above invariance statement for the space of right coinvariants. This means
that a number of terms that follow when expressing (2.8) in terms of braid group dia-
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grams cancel. The left adjoint action (2.8) can in fact be expressed more economically as
follows.
We define a modified left action ✡‚ of BpXq on its Hopf bimodules spanned by dressed
vertex operators by allowing the “new” crosses to arrive only to the left of ˝, for example,
(2.10)
ˆbˆˆ ˝
Ñ ` `
(more crosses might be initially placed to the right of the vertex ˝; the action does not see
them). In general, ✡‚ is the map
(2.11) ✡‚ “Xr,s : Xbrb `XbsbY˘Ñ Xbpr`sqbY.
Similarly, a modified right action ‚ ✠on the space of right coinvariants is defined by first
letting the new cross to be braided with the vertex and then shuffling into all possible
positions relative to the “old” crosses:
ˆˆ ˝ bˆ
Ñ ` `
which in general is
(2.12) ‚ ✠“Xs,r ˝ pidbsbΨ1,rq : `XbsbY˘bXbr Ñ Xbps`rqbY,
where Ψs,r is the braiding of an s-fold tensor product with an r-fold tensor product. The✡‚ and ‚ ✠actions preserve the spaces of right coinvariants and commute with each other.
The “economic” expression for adjoint action (2.8) is [28]
(2.13) ✍§ “
✞☎
✍‚✞✝ ☎✆S
‚ ✠
This diagram is the map
(2.14)
§r,s ”
rÿ
i“0
Xr´i,s`i
`
Xs,iΨ
Òs
1,i S
Òps`1q
i Ψi,s`1
˘Òpr´iq
: XbrbpXbsbY q Ñ Xbps`rqbY.
Multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld modules. More general, multivertex, Yetter–DrinfeldBpXq-
modules can be constructed by letting two or more vertices (the Y spaces) sit on the same
line, e.g.,
(2.15) ˆ ˝ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˝ or ˆ ˝ ˆˆ ˝ ˆ ˝
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These diagrams respectively represent X bY bXb3bY and X bY bXb2bY bX bY (in
general, different spaces could be taken instead of copies of the same Y , but in our setting
they are all the same). By definition, the BpXq action and coaction on these are
(2.16.1) the “cumulative” left adjoint action, and
(2.16.2) deconcatenation up to the first ˝.
The “cumulative” adjoint means that all the ˝ except the rightmost one are viewed on
equal footing with the ˆ under this action: the adjoint action of Xbr on the space Xbsb
Y bXbt bY in a two-vertex module is given by §r,s`1`t . For example, the left adjoint
action ˆ § ˝ ˆ ˝ is given by the braid group diagrams that are
exactly those in the right-hand side of (2.9), with the corresponding strand representing
not ˆ“ X but ˝ “Y . The BpXq coaction by deconcatenation up to the first vertex means,
for example, that at most one ˆ can be deconcatenated in each diagram in (2.15).
For multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld modules, the form (2.13) of the adjoint action is valid
if ✡‚ is understood as the “cumulative” action preserving right coinvariants; for example,
ˆ ‚ ˝ ˆ ˝
is given just by the braid group diagrams in the right-hand side of (2.10) with the second
strand representing not ˆ“ X but ˝ “ Y .
Fusion product. The multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld modules are not exactly tensor prod-
ucts of single-vertex ones—they carry a different action, which is not pµYbµZq ˝ ∆, and
the coaction is not diagonal either. They actually follow via a fusion product [28], which
is defined on two single-vertex Yetter–Drinfeld modules (each of which is the space of
right coinvariants in a Hopf bimodule) as
(2.17)
✎
‚ ✌
which is the map
tÿ
j“0
Xs, jΨ
Òs
1, j : pX
bsbY qbpXbt bY q Ñ XbsbY bXbt bY
on each ps, tq component. For example, if s “ 2 and t “ 3, the top of the above diagram
can be represented as
ˆ ˆ ˝ b ˆ ˆ ˆ ˝
and then in view of the definition of ‚ ✠, the meaning of (2.17) is that j ě 0 crosses
from the right factor are detached from their “native” module and sent to mix with the left
crosses (the sum over j is taken in accordance with the definition of the coaction).
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The construction extends by taking the fusion product of multivertex modules: the
coaction in (2.17) is then the one just described, by deconcatenation up to the first vertex,
and the ‚ ✠action on a multivertex module is “cumulative,” i.e., each cross acting from
the right, e.g., on ˆ ˝ ˆ ˆ ˝ , arrives at each of the five possible positions.
3. DUALITY IN THE CATEGORY OF YETTER–DRINFELD MODULES
We now consider duality in a braided category of representations of a braided Hopf
algebra B. We briefly recall the standard definitions and basic properties, and then assume
that duality exists in the setting of the preceding section; this then allows us to construct
endomorphisms of the identity functor in Sec. 4.
3.1. For a B-module Z, we let _Z denote the left dual module in the same (rigid) braided
category. The duality means that there are coevaluation and evaluation maps
✛✘
Z _Z
and
_Z Z
✚✙
which are morphisms in the category and satisfy the axioms
✞☎✝✆ “ and ✞☎✝✆ “
where the two straight lines are id_Z and idZ. It follows that
✝✆“ ✝✆
and similarly for the coevaluation.
The dual _Z to a left–left Yetter–Drinfeld B-module Z is a left–left Yetter–Drinfeld
B-module with the action and coaction, temporarily denoted by ✡h and ☛h , defined
as [68]
(3.1) ✍h “
✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✍
§
✍✌
and ✎h “
✎☞
✎
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S´1
The definitions are equivalent to the properties (which, inter alia, imply that the evaluation
is a B module comodule morphism)
(3.2) ✍h
✍✌
“
✞✝ ☎✆S
✍
§
✍✌
and ✎h✍✌“
✎
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S´1
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We prove the Yetter–Drinfeld property for for ✡h and ☛h for completeness. In view
of (3.2), it is easiest to verify the Yetter–Drinfeld axiom by establishing that
(3.3)
✎☞
✍h✎h
✍✌✍✌
“
✎☞✎h
✍✌✍h
✍✌
Pushing the new action and then the coaction “to the other side,” we see that the left-hand
side of (3.3), by the above properties, is equal to
✞☎
X✞✝ ☎✆S
✞
✝§
✞✝ ☎✆S´1 ✡✠
X✍✌
“
✞✝ ☎✆S
✞☎✎
✝✆✍§
✞✝ ☎✆S´1✍✌
“
✞✝ ☎✆S
✞☎
✝
§✞
✝✆
✞✝ ☎✆S´1 ✡✠
“
✞☎
✞✝ ☎✆S✝
§✞✞✝ ☎✆S´1
✝✆✡✠
In the first diagram, we insert S at the position of the upper checkmark and S´1 into the
same line, at the lower checkmark, and use the properties of the antipode,
✎☞✞✝ ☎✆S ✞✝ ☎✆S “
✞✝ ☎✆S✎☞ and
✞✝ ☎✆S´1 ✞✝ ☎✆S´1✍✌“ ✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S´1
This readily gives the second diagram above, where we further recognize the right-hand
side of the Yetter–Drinfeld axiom assumed for the module. After using it (the third dia-
gram), and after another application of the properties of S and S´1, we obtain the fourth
diagram, and it is immediate to see that it coincides with the right-hand side of (3.3) also
rewritten by pushing ✡h and ☛h “to the other side.”
3.2. Assuming a rigid category. We further assume that the category of n-vertex Yetter–
Drinfeld B-modules is rigid; this means that the dual modules are modules in the same
category—in our case, multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld B-modules, and the action and coac-
tion defined in (3.1) are just those in (2.16)—and hence the evaluation map satisfies the
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properties
(3.4) ✍§
✍✌
“
✞✝ ☎✆S
✍
§
✍✌
and ✎✍✌“
✎
✍✌✞✝ ☎✆S´1
for any pair of Yetter–Drinfeld B-modules. Evidently, we then also have
(3.5)
✎☞
✍
§
“
✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞✍
§
and
✎☞
✎ “
✎☞
✎✞✝ ☎✆S´1
3.3. If the category BBYD of Yetter–Drinfeld B-modules is rigid, then for each Z P
B
BYD , there is a morphism χZ : YÑ Y for any Y P BBYD , defined as
(3.6)
Y Z
✎☞
_Z✎
✍
☞
✌B2 ✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✎
✍
☞
✌B✝✆
“
Y Z
✎☞
_Z✎
✍
☞
✌B2 ✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ
✝✆
where B is defined in (A.3) and ϑ is any B module comodule morphism. In the second
diagram, Bespalov’s “squared relative antipode” [67]
(3.7) σ2 ”
✞✝ ☎✆ˆ“
✎✞✝ ☎✆S2 ✞✝ ☎✆Π‚
‚ ✌
“
✎✞✝ ☎✆S✍
§
such that
✍
§✞✝ ☎✆ˆ“
✞✝ ☎✆ˆ✞✝ ☎✆S2
✍
§
(see [68, 73] for its further properties and use) occurs in view of (3.4).
That the map defined by (3.6) is a B module comodule morphism follows from the
general argument that so are B, evaluation, and coevaluation (and θ ). It is also instructive
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to see this by diagram manipulation (temporarily writing ✞✝ ☎✆θ for
✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✞✝ ☎✆ˆfor brevity):
✍
§✎
✍
☞
✌(3.6) “
✎☞
✞☎
✞✞✝ ☎✆S
✝✆✝
§ ✎☞
✍✌
✍
§✞
✝
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ
✍✌
“
✎☞
✞✞✝ ☎✆S ✎☞
✞☎ ✍§
✍
§
✍
§✞
✍
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ✍
§
✍✌
“
✎☞✎☞
✎
✞☎ ✍§✍
§✞
✝✆✝
§
✍
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ
✍✌
“
✎☞✎☞
✎
✞☎ ✍§✍
§✞
✞✝ ☎✆S✍
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ ✍§✍
§
✍✌
In the first equality, we use only the Yetter–Drinfeld axiom, with B2 represented by the
first diagram for B2 in (A.3); the associativity of action was used in the second equality
above; another use of the associativity in the lower part of the third diagram allows rec-
ognizing the left-hand side of (A.1); the Yetter–Drinfeld property is then applied in the
third equality together with the first property in (3.5), yielding the fourth diagram; there,
we use that the property of σ2 in (3.7) and the first property in (3.4) to obtain the last, fifth
diagram, where an “antipode bubble” is annihilated, showing that, indeed,
✍
§✎
✍
☞
✌(3.6) “
✎
✍
☞
✌(3.6)✍
§
The commutativity of (3.6) with coaction can be verified similarly.
3.4. Ribbon structure. A ribbon structure is a morphism ϑ : YÑ Y for every object Y
such that
(3.8)
✞✝ ☎✆ϑ ✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✎
✍
☞
✌B2 “
✎
✍
☞
✌ϑ
Whenever it exists, choosing ϑ “ ϑ in (3.6) makes χZ “multiplicative” in Z. To show
this, we calculate χWpχZpYqq by sliding one of the diagrams along the Y line into the
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middle of the other and then expanding:
(3.9)
Y Z
✎☞
_Z✎
✍
☞
✌B2 ✞✝ ☎✆θ
✝✆
Y W
✎☞
_W✎
✍
☞
✌B2 ✞✝ ☎✆θ
✝✆
“
✎
✞☎
✬ ✩
✞ ✎ ✞☎
✞✝ ☎✆S ✎✍
☞
✌B2
✝✆✝
§ ✍
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ
✍
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ ✝✆
✍✌
“
✎ ✗✔
✞☎
✞
X
✞☎
✞☎ ✎✎
X
✞✝ ☎✆S✍§ ✍§✍
§✝✆
✝✆ ✞✝ ☎✆θ✍
§
✞✝ ☎✆θ ✝✆
✍✌
In the last diagram, we recognize the diagonal coaction (the two X) and action (two § just
below the respective checkmarks) on a tensor product of two Yetter–Drinfeld modules, as
in (A.2). In the bottom right part of the diagram, we recall that ✞✝ ☎✆θ “
✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✞✝ ☎✆ˆand calculate
✞✝ ☎✆ˆ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ
✝✆
✝✆
“
✞✝ ☎✆ˆ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ
✝✆
✝✆
“
✞✝ ☎✆ˆ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ
✝✆✝✆
“
✞✝ ☎✆ˆ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ
✚✙✝✆
“
✞
✝§ ✞
✝§
✚✙✝✆
X
“
✞
✝
§✞
✝
§ ✞
✞✝§ ✞
✝§ ✞✝§
✝
§
✖✕✝✆
“
✎
✍
☞
✌B2
✎
✍
☞
✌
Ś
✚✙✝✆
where the first three equalities are elementary (and well-known) rearrangements, the
fourth involves (3.4), and the checked equality is verified by repeatedly applying the
Yetter–Drinfeld axiom in its right-hand side. The sixth diagram involves B2 in the upper
part and the diagonal action and coaction (A.2) in the lower part, which gives the last
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equality. We therefore conclude that if (3.8) holds, then✞✝ ☎✆ϑ ✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ✞✝ ☎✆ˆ
✝✆
✝✆
“
✞✝ ☎✆ϑ ✞✝ ☎✆ϑ✎
✍
☞
✌B2✎
✍
☞
✌
Ś
✚✙✝✆
“
✎
✍
☞
✌ϑ✎
✍
☞
✌
Ś
✚✙✝✆
Substituting this in (3.9) shows that χ is indeed “multiplicative”: χWpχZpYqq “ χWbZpYq.
4. RANK-ONE NICHOLS ALGEBRA
We specialize the preceding sections to the case of a rank-one Nichols algebra Bp,
whose relation to the pp,1q logarithmic CFT models was emphasized in [28]. An integer
p ě 2 is fixed throughout.
Notation. We fix the primitive 2pth root of unity
q“ e
ipi
p
and introduce the q-binomial coefficientsB
r
s
F
“
xry!
xsy!xr´ sy! , xry! “ x1y . . .xry, xry “
q2r ´1
q2´1 ,
which are assumed to be specialized to q “ q.
We sometimes use the notation paqN “ a mod N P t0,1, . . . ,N´1u.
4.1. The braided Hopf algebra Bp. The rank-1 Nichols algebra Bp is BpXq for a one-
dimensional braided linear space X . We fix an element F (a single screening in the CFT
language) as a basis in X . The braiding, taken from CFT, is
(4.1) ΨpFprqbFpsqq “ q2rsFpsqbFprq.
Shuffle product (2.6) then becomes
FprqFpsq “
B
r` s
r
F
Fpr` sq
and coproduct (2.2) is ∆ : Fprq ÞÑ
rř
s“0
FpsqbFpr´ sq. The antipode defined in (2.7) acts
as SpFprqq “ p´1qrqrpr´1qFprq.
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The algebra Bp is the linear span of Fprq with 0 ď r ď p´1. It can also be viewed as
generated by a single element F , such that Fprq “ 1
xry! F
r
, r ď p´ 1, with F p “ 0. We
write F “ Fp1q.
Because X is now one-dimensional, we can think of ˆ as just F , and write
Fprq “ ˆ ˆ ˆ (r crosses).
4.2. Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules. We specialize the construction of Yetter–Drinfeld
BpXq-modules in Sec. 2 to Bp. The construction involves another braided vector space
Y , a linear span of vertex operators present in the relevant CFT model.
4.2.1. The vertices. For the pp,1q model corresponding to Bp (see [45]), Y is a 2p-
dimensional space
Y “ spanpV a | a P Z4pq
with the diagonal braiding
(4.2) ΨpV abV bq “ q ab2 V bbV a.
and with
(4.3) ΨpV abFprqq “ q´arFprqbV a, ΨpFprqbV aq “ q´ar V abFprq.
This suffices for calculating the “cumulative adjoint” Bp action on multivertex Yetter–
Drinfeld modules, as we describe next.
In what follows, the integers a, b, . . . are tacitly considered modulo 4p.
4.2.2. Multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules. We saw in Sec. 2 that multivertex
Yetter–Drinfeld modules (see (2.15) and (2.16)) can be represented as an essentially
“combinatorial” construction for the crosses to populate, in accordance with the braid-
ing rules, line segments that are separated from one another by vertex operators, e.g.,
ˆ ˝ ˆˆ ˝ ˆ ˝ , where ˆ“ X and ˝ “Y (for a finite-dimensional Nichols algebra,
each “segment” can carry only finitely many crosses). In the rank-1 case, each cross can
be considered to represent the F element, and each segment is fully described just by the
number of the Fs sitting there. For example, each two-vertex Yetter–Drinfeld module is
a linear span of
(4.4) V a,bs, t “ ˆ ˆ ˝
a
ˆ ˝
b
,
where s and t must not exceed p´1 (s “ 2 and t “ 1 in the picture) and a and b indicate
V a and V b. Because the braiding is diagonal, there is a Bp module comodule for each
fixed a and b (and c, . . . for multivertex modules).
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The simplest, one-vertex Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules are spanned by
(4.5) V as “ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˝
a
(s crosses),
where s ranges over a subset of r0, . . . , p´1s. The Bp coaction is by “deconcatenation up
to the first vertex” in all cases, i.e.,
δ V as “
sÿ
r“0
FprqbV as´r,
δV a,bs, t “
sÿ
r“0
FprqbV a,bs´r, t ,
and similarly for V a,b,cs, t,u , and so on.
The Bp action (which is the left adjoint action (2.8)) is then calculated as
F §V as “ ξ xs´ayxs`1yVas`1, ξ “ 1´q2,
and the cumulative adjoint evaluates on multivertex spaces as
F §V a,bs, t “ ξ xs`2t´a´byxs`1yVa,bs`1, t `ξq2s´axt´byxt`1yV a,bs, t`1,
F §V a,b,cs, t,u “ ξ xs`2t`2u´a´b´ cyxs`1yVa,b,cs`1, t,u
`q2s´aξ xt`2u´b´ cyxt`1yV a,b,cs, t`1,u`q2s`2t´a´bξ xu´ cyxu`1yVa,b,cs, t,u`1,
and so on.
The braiding follows from (4.1), (4.2), and (4.3), for example,
(4.6) ΨpV as bV bt q “ q
1
2 pa´2sqpb´2tqV bt bV as .
4.3. Module types and decomposition. We now study the category of Yetter–Drinfeld
Bp-modules in some detail: we find how the one-vertex and two-vertex spaces decompose
into indecomposable Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules. We first forget about braiding and
study only the module comodule structure; the action and coaction are related by the
Yetter–Drinfeld axiom, but we try to avoid speaking of Yetter–Drinfeld modules before
we come to the braiding.
4.3.1. The relevant module comodules, which we construct explicitly in Appendix B,
are as follows:
‚ simple r-dimensional module comodules Xprq, 1 ď r ď p; for r “ p, we some-
times use the special notation Sppq “ Xppq;
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‚ the p-dimensional extensions
Vrrs “
Xpp´ rq
Xprq
1 ď r ď p´1,
(4.7)
where the arrow means that δXpp´ rq Ă pthe “trivial” piece Bp bXpp´ rqq`
BpbXprq.
‚ 2p-dimensional indecomposable module comodules Prrs with the structure of
subquotients
Prrs “
Xpp´ rq
Xprq Xprq
Xpp´ rq
1 ď r ď p´1.
(4.8)
4.3.2. We also show in Appendix B that the p2-dimensional one-vertex space
Vpp1q ” SpanpV as | 0 ď a,sď p´1q
decomposes into Bp module comodules as
(4.9) Vpp1q “ Sppq ‘
à
1ďrďp´1
Vrrs
and the p4-dimensional two-vertex space
Vpp2q ” SpanpV a,bs, t | 0 ď a,b,s, t ď p´1q
decomposes as
(4.10) Vpp2q “ p2Sppq ‘
à
1ďrďp´1
2rpp´ rqVrrs ‘
à
1ďrďp´1
pp´ rq2Prrs.
Multivertex spaces give rise to “zigzag” Yetter–Drinfeld modules, which we do not con-
sider here.
4.3.3. Notation. Compared with representation theory of Lie algebras, the role of highest-
weight vectors is here played by left coinvariants V a0 and V a,b0, t . When a module comodule
of one of the above types A “ X, V, or P is constructed starting with a left coinvariant,
we use the notation Atau0 or A
ta,bu
0, t to indicate the coinvariant, and sometimes also use the
notation such as Xta,bu0, t prq to indicate the dimension (although it is uniquely defined by a,
t, b, and the module type).
4.3.4. The module comodules that can be constructed starting with one-vertex coinvari-
ants V a0 are classified immediately, as we show in B.1. The module comodule generated
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from V a0 under the Bp action is isomorphic to Xprq whenever paqp “ r´1 (1 ď r ď p). If
r ď p´1, then extension (4.7) follows immediately.
4.3.5. The strategy to classify two-vertex Bp module comodules according to their char-
acteristic left coinvariant V a,b0, t is to consider the following cases that can occur under the
action of Fpsq on the left coinvariant.
(1) Fpsq §V a,b0, t is nonvanishing and not a coinvariant for all s, 1 ď s ď p´ 1. In this
case, there are the possibilities that
(a) Fpsq§V a,b0, t is a coinvariant, i.e., Fpsq§V a,b0, t “ const V a,b0, t`s, for some sď p´1,
and
(b) Fpsq §V a,b0, t is not a coinvariant for any s ď p´1.
(2) Fpsq §V a,b0, t “ 0 for some s ď p´1. In this case, further possibilities are
(a) For some s1 ă s, Fps1q §V a,b0, t is a coinvariant, and
(b) Fps1q §V a,b0, t is not a coinvariant for any s1 ă s. We then distinguish the cases
where
(i) V a,b0, t is in the image of F , and
(ii) V a,b0, t is not in the image of F .
We show in Appendix B that these cases are resolved as follows in terms of the param-
eters a, t, and r “ pa`b´2tqp`1:
1a: 1 ď r ď p´1 and either t ď paqp´ r or paqp`1 ď t ď p´ r´1. Then the left
coinvariant is the leftmost coinvariant in (1.3), and the Yetter–Drinfeld module
generated from it is the “left–bottom half” Lprq of Prrs (see B.2.3).
1b: r “ p. Then Xppq ” Sppq is generated from the left coinvariant.
2a: is not realized.
2(b)i: 1 ď r ď p´ 1 and either t ě p´ r` paqp ` 1 or p´ r ď t ď paqp. Then
the bottom Yetter–Drinfeld submodule Bprq in Prp´ rs is generated from the left
coinvariant.
2(b)ii: 1 ď r ď p´ 1 and either pt ď paqp and paqp ´ r` 1 ď t ď p´ 1´ rq or
pt ě paqp`1 and p´ r ď t ď p´ r`paqpq. Then Xprq is generated from the left
coinvariant.
4.4. Braiding sectors. The Xprq and the other module comodules appearing above sat-
isfy the Yetter–Drinfeld axiom. Considering them as Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules means
that isomorphic module comodules may be distinguished by the braiding. This is indeed
the case: for example, shifting aÑ a` p in Xtau0 or X
ta,bu
0, t does not affect the module co-
module structure described in Appendix B, but changes the braiding with elements of Bp
by a sign in accordance with (4.3). We thus have pairs pAν ,Aν`1q, ν PZ2, of isomorphic
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module comodules distinguished by a sign occurring in their braiding. In particular, there
are 2p nonisomorphic simple Yetter–Drinfeld modules.
Further, these Yetter–Drinfeld modules can be viewed as elements of a braided cate-
gory, whose braiding (see (A.3)) involves (4.6). The dependence on a in (4.6) is modulo
4p, and hence we have not pairs but quadruples pAνqνPZ4 , with the different Aν distin-
guished by their braiding with other such modules. In particular, there are 4p nonisomor-
phic simple objects in this braided category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules [28].
It is convenient to write a “ paqp´ν p, ν P Z4 [28], and introduce the notation Xprqν
for simple modules, with
X
tau
0 – Xprqν whenever a “ r´1´ν p.
As before, r is the dimension, and we sometimes refer to ν as the braiding sector or braid-
ing index. For ν P Z4, the isomorphisms are in the braided category of Yetter–Drinfeld
Bp-modules. The “quadruple structure” occurs totally similarly for other modules, in-
cluding those realized in multivertex spaces; for example, for any a,b P Z, we have the
isomorphisms among the simple Yetter–Drinfeld modules realized in the two-vertex space
(cf. (B.10)!):
X
ta,bu
0, t – Xprqν whenever a`b´2t “ r´1´ν p and (B.8)_ (B.9) holds.
For the reducible extensions as in (4.7), the two subquotients have adjacent braiding in-
dices, and we conventionally use one of them in the notation for the reducible module:
(4.11)
Vrrsν “
Xpp´ rqν`1
Xprqν
,
and Vta,bu0, t rrsν – Vrrsν whenever a`b´2t “ r´1´ν p and (B.8)_ (B.9) holds.
In (4.8), the relevant braiding indices range an interval of three values, and we use
the leftmost value in the notation for the entire reducible Yetter–Drinfeld module, which
yields (1.3), with Pta,bu0, t rrsν – Prrsν whenever a`b´2t “ r´1´ν p and (B.19) holds.
In the above formulas and diagrams, ν P Z4 if the modules are viewed as objects of the
braided category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules. But if the Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules
are considered as an entwined category, then the braiding sectors ν and ν ` 2 become
indistinguishable, and hence ν P Z2. In particular, there are 2p nonisomorphic simple
objects in the entwined category of Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules.
4.5. Proof of decomposition (1.2). Decomposition (1.2) can be derived from the list
in 4.3.5 as follows. The fusion product (2.17) of two one-vertex modules is the map
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(assuming that a,b ď p´1 to avoid writing paqp and pbqp)
(4.12) V as bV bt ÞÑ
bÿ
i“0
q´ai
B
s` i
s
F
V a,bs`i, t´i.
In evaluating Xtau0 psqbX
tbu
0 ptq, this formula is applied for 0ď s ď a and 0ď t ď b. Then
the left coinvariants produced in the right-hand side are V a,b0,u , where 0ď uď b and uď a.
But the conditions defining the different items in the list in 4.3.5 have the remarkable
property that the module Ata,bu0,u generated from each such coinvariant is as follows:
(4.13) Ata,bu0,u “
$’’’’’’&
’’’’’’%
X
ta,bu
0,u , a`bď p´1,
X
ta,bu
0,u , a`bě p and u ě a`b´ p`2,
L
ta,bu
0,u , a`bě p and a`b´2u´ pě 0,
S
ta,bu
0,u , a`bě p and a`b´2u´ p“´1,
B
ta,bu
0,u , a`bě p and a`b´2u´ pď´2.
This is established (only for 0 ď u ď a,b ď p´1) by direct inspection of each case in the
list at the end of 4.3.5. The module Lta,bu0,u is the “left–bottom half” of P
ta,bu
0,u , and B
ta,bu
0,u
is the bottom sub(co)module in another P module; the details are given in B.2.3. The
crucial point is that each Lta,bu0,u can be extended to P
ta,bu
0,u (while the B, on the other hand,
are not interesting in that they are sub(co)modules in the L that are already present). We
next claim that each of the Ls occurring in Xtau0 psqbX
tbu
0 ptq indeed occurs there together
with the entire P module; this follows from counting the dimensions and from the fact
that there are no more left coinvariants among the V a,bv,w appearing in the right-hand side
of (4.12) (and, of course, from the structure of the modules described in Appendix B).
Once it is established that each L occurs in (4.13) as a sub(co)module of the corre-
sponding P, it is immediate to see that (4.13) is equivalent to (1.2).
4.6. Duality. We now recall Sec. 3. The structures postulated there are indeed realized
for the n-vertex Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules.
4.6.1. One-vertex modules: coev and ev maps. For the irreducible Yetter–Drinfeld
module Xtau0 – Xprq as in B.1.1, the coevaluation map coev : k Ñ X
tau
0 b
_
X
tau
0 is given
in terms of dual bases as
✛✘
X
tau
0
_
X
tau
0
“
r´1ÿ
s“0
V as bU´as , r “ paqp`1,
and the evaluation map ev : _Xtau0 bX
tau
0 Ñ k, accordingly, as
_
X
tau
0 X
tbu
0✚✙: U
´a
s bV bt ÞÑ 1δs,tδa,b.
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We then use (3.1) to find the Bp module comodule structure on the Uas . Simple calculation
shows that
FprqUas “ qrpr´1q´ra´2rs
B
s
r
F
p´ξ qr
s´1ź
t“s´r
xt`ayUas´r,
δUas “
p´1´sÿ
r“0
p´1qrq´ra´2sr´rpr´1qFprqbUas`r.
It follows that we can identify Uas “ p´1qa`sqps`1qps`a´2qV
a´2`2p
p´1´s (the action and coac-
tion—and in fact the braiding—are identical for both sides). The coevaluation and evalu-
ation maps can therefore be expressed as
✛✘
X
tau
0
_X
tau
0
“
r´1ÿ
s“0
V as bV
2p´a´2
p´1´s p´1q
a`sqps`1qps´a´2q, r “ paqp`1,
and
✚✙: V as bV bt ÞÑ @V as , V bt D “ p´1qsq´s2`spa´1qδs`t,p´1δa`b,2p´2.
For a ı p´ 1 mod p, evidently, a “ r´ 1´ν p implies that 2p´ a´ 2 “ p´ r´ 1`
pν ` 1qp, and therefore the module left dual to Vrrs in (4.11), with r “ paqp` 1, can be
identified as
_pVrrsνq “
. Xprq´ν
Xpp´ rq´ν´1
where Xprq´ν is dual to Xprqν in (4.11).
The properties expressed in (3.4) and (3.4) now hold, as is immediate to verify.
4.6.2. Two-vertex modules. Similarly to 4.6.1, for the Ua,bs, t that are dual to the two-
vertex basis, @
Ua,bs, t , V c,du,v
D
“ δa`c,0δb`d,0δs,uδt,v,
it follows from (3.1) that
FprqUa,bs, t “
rÿ
u“0
p´1qrqrpr´1q´rpb`2s`2tqc´a,´bs´r`u, t´upr,uqU
a,b
s´r`u, t´u.
Replacing here s Ñ p´ 1´ s and t Ñ p´ 1´ t and noting that the coefficients ca,bs, t pr,uq
in (B.4) have the symmetry
c
a,b
s, t pr,uq “ q
2rpr`2t`2s´a´bqc´a´2,´b´2p´1´s´r`u, p´1´t´upr,uq, r ě u,
we arrive at the identification
Ua,bs, t “ p´1qt`sqpt`s`2qp2a`b`t`s´3qV
a´2,b´2
p´1´s, p´1´t.
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Hence, under the pairing@
V a,bs, t , V c,du,v
D
“ p´1qs`tqps`tqp2a`b`1´s´tqδa`c,´2δb`d,´2δs`u,p´1δt`v,p´1,
the module left dual to Pta,bu0, t can be identified with P
t´a´2,´b´2u
0, p´r´t´1 (as before, a`b´2t “
r´1´ν p, 1 ď r ď p´1). The module dual to (1.3) has the structure
_
`
P
ta,bu
0, t rrsν
˘
“ P
t´a´2,´b´2u
0, p´r´t´1 rrs´2´ν “
Xpp´ rq´ν´1
Xprq´2´ν Xprq´ν
Xpp´ rq´ν´1
4.7. Ribbon structure. We set
ϑ V as “ q
1
2 ppa`1q
2´1qV as ,
which obviously commutes with the Bp action and coaction, and
(4.14) ϑV a,bs, t “ q
1
2 ppa`b´2t`1q
2´1q
sÿ
i“0
q´iaξ i
B
t ` i
i
F i´1ź
j“0
xt` j´byV a,bs´i, t`i
(we recall that ξ “ 1´q2).
4.8. Algebra (1.1) from (1.4). With the above ribbon structure, we now calculate dia-
gram (3.6) in some cases. To maintain association with the diagram, we write χZpYq as
YîZ (the reasons for choosing the right action are purely notational{graphical). The
calculations in what follows are based on a formula for the double braiding: for two
one-vertex modules, the last diagram in (A.3) evaluates as
(4.15) B2
´
V as bV bt
¯
“
s`tÿ
n“0
s`tÿ
i“n
minpi,tqÿ
j“0
qab`2 jp j´1q`pi´n´1qpi´nq´2b j`apn´2i´tq
ˆξ i´ j
B
i
j
FB
s` t´ j
s
FB
s` t´n
i´n
F i´ j´1ź
ℓ“0
xℓ` j´byV a,bs`t´n,n.
4.8.1. If Y is irreducible, Y–Xprqν , then Xprqν îZ can only amount to multiplication
by a number; indeed, we find that
for all x P Xtau0 with paqp ‰ p´1, x îX
tbu
0 “ λ pa,bqx,
where
λ pa,bq “ q
pa`1qpb`1q´q´pa`1qpb`1q
qa`1´q´a´1
.
It is instructive to reexpress this eigenvalue by indicating the representation labels
rather than the relevant coinvariants: for a “ r1´ 1´ ν 1p and b “ r´ 1´ ν p, we find
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that Xpr1qν 1 îXprqν amounts to multiplication by
λ pr1,ν 1;r,νq “ p´1qν 1pr`1q`νr1`pνν 1 q
r1r ´ q´r
1r
qr
1
´ q´r
1
“ p´1qν
1pr`1q`νr1`pνν 1
rÿ
i“1
qr
1pr`1´2iq.
The last form is also applicable in the case where r1 “ p, and Sppqν 1 îXprqν amounts to
multiplication by
λ pp,ν 1;r,νq “ p´1qpν 1`1qpr´1´ν pqr.
For Y“ Vrrsν in (4.11), it may be worth noting that the identity λ pr1,ν 1;r,νq “ λ pp´
r1,ν 1` 1;r,νq, 1 ď r1 ď p´ 1, explicitly shows that the action is the same on both sub-
quotients.
4.8.2. Next, the action Prr1sν 1 îXprqν has a diagonal piece, given again by multiplica-
tion by λ pr1,ν 1;r,νq, and a nondiagonal piece, mapping the top subquotient in
Prr1sν 1 “
Xpp´ r1qν 1`1
Xpr1qν 1 Xpr
1qν 1`2
Xpp´ r1qν 1`1
into the bottom subquotient. Specifically, in terms of the “top” and “bottom” elements
defined in (B.16) and (B.17), we have
u
a,b
t p1qîXprq “ λ pr1,ν 1;r,νqua,bt p1q`µpr1,ν 1;r,νqva,bt pr`1q,
where
µpr1,ν 1;r,νq “ p´1q1`ν 1r`νr1`pν 1ν q´ q
´1
pqr1 ´ q´r1q3
ˆ
´
pqr
1r ´q´r
1rqpqr
1
`q´r
1
q´ rpqr
1r `q´r
1rqpqr
1
´q´r
1
q
¯
.
Because îXprq commutes with the Bp action and coaction, and because Pta,bu0, t is gen-
erated by the Bp action and coaction from ua,bt p1q, the action of X
tcu
0 is thus defined on
all of Pta,bu0, t .
4.8.3. Let xprqν and pprqν be the respective operations îXprqν and îPprqν . We then
have relations (1.1), which are the fusion algebra in [45].
We see explicitly from the above formulas that Aν 1 îXprqν depends on both ν 1 and ν
only modulo 2.
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5. CONCLUSION
The construction of multivertex Yetter–Drinfeld BpXq-modules has a nice combinato-
rial flavor: elements of the braided space X populate line intervals separated by “vertex
operators”—elements of another braided space Y , as ˆ ˝ ˆ ˆ ˝ ˆ ˝ .
This construction and the BpXq action on such objects are “universal” in that they are for-
mulated at the level of the braid group algebra and work for any braiding. However, even
for diagonal braiding, extracting information such as fusion from Nichols algebras by di-
rect calculation is problematic, except for rank 1 (and maybe 2). Much greater promise
is held by the program of finding the modular group representation and then extracting
the fusion from a generalized Verlinde formula like the one in [12]. Importantly, those
Nichols algebras that are related to CFT (and some certainly are, cf. [72]) presumably
carry an SLp2,Zq representation on the center of their Yetter–Drinfeld category.
Going beyond Nichols algebras BpXq may also be interesting, and is meaningful from
the CFT standpoint: adding the divided powers such as Fppq in our Bp case, which
are not in BpXq but do act on Bp-modules, would yield a braided (and, in a sense, “one-
sided”) analogue of the infinite-dimensional quantum group that is Kazhdan–Lusztig-dual
to logarithmic CFT models viewed as Virasoro-symmetric theories [13, 14].
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APPENDIX A. YETTER–DRINFELD MODULES
In the category of left–left module comodules over a braided Hopf algebra B, a Yetter–
Drinfeld (also called “crossed”) module [71, 67, 68] is a left module under an action✡
§ : BbYÑ Y and left comodule under a coaction ☛ : YÑBbY such that the axiom
(A.1)
B Y✎☞
✍§✎
✍✌
“
B Y✎☞✎
✍✌✍§
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holds. The category BBYD of Yetter–Drinfeld B-modules is monoidal and braided. The
action and coaction on a tensor product of Yetter–Drinfeld modules are diagonal, respec-
tively given by
(A.2)
✞☎
✍§ ✍§
and
✎✎
✝✆
For two Yetter–Drinfeld modules, their braiding and its inverse and square are given by
(A.3)
✎
✍
☞
✌B “
✎
✍
§
,
✎
✍
☞
✌B´1 “
✎
✞✝ ☎✆S´1✍
§
, and
✎
✍
☞
✌B2 “
✎
✍
§
✎
✍
§
“
✎
✞☎
✞ ✎✞✝ ☎✆S✝✆✝§ ✍
§
✍
§
APPENDIX B. CONSTRUCTION OF YETTER–DRINFELD Bp MODULES
B.1. One-vertex modules. One-vertex Yetter–Drinfeld Bp-modules [28] are spanned by
V as (see (4.5)) for a fixed a P Z with s ranging over a subset of r0, . . . , p´1s, under the Bp
action and coaction given in 4.2.
B.1.1. Simple modules Xtau0 . From each left coinvariant V a0 , the action of Bp generates
a simple module comodule of dimension paqp`1:
X
tau
0 “ SpanpV
a
s | 0 ď s ď paqpq
(simply because F §V apaqp “ 0 in accordance with the above formulas). The module co-
module structure (in particular, the matrix of Fprq§ in the basis of V as , Eq. (B.2)) depends
on a only modulo p, and hence there are just p nonisomorphic simple one-vertex module
comodules, for which we choose the notation Xprq indicating the dimension 1 ď r ď p;
then there are the Bp module comodule isomorphisms
X
tau
0 – Xprq whenever paqp “ r´1.
B.1.2. As noted above, we sometimes use a special notation Sppq “ Xppq.
B.1.3. For each 1 ď r ď p´1, Xtau0 extends to a reducible module comodule Vrrs with
X
tau
0 – Xprq as a sub(co)module and with the quotient isomorphic to Xpp´ rq, as shown
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in (4.7). In terms of basis, this is
(B.1) vapr`1qF . . . F vappq
vap1q F . . . F vaprq
where
vapiq “ F i´1 §V a0 , i ď r,
is a basis in Xtau0 prq, with the last, rth element given by vaprq “CprqV ar´1 with a nonzero
Cprq, and hence the upper floor starts with the element vapr`1q“CprqV ar . The downward
arrow in (B.1) can be understood to mean X ÞÑ x1 whenever δX “
ř
s Fpsq b xs; this
convention is a reasonable alternative to representing the same diagram as
vapr`1qFFprq
Fp1q
. . .
F
vappq
vap1q F . . . F vaprq
to express the idea that δvapr`1q PBpbSpanpvap jq | 1 ď j ď r`1q.
The general form of the adjoint action on the one-vertex space is
Fprq§V as “
B
r` s
r
F
ξ r
s`r´1ź
i“s
xi´ayV as`r,(B.2)
B.1.4. We verify that (4.9) holds by counting the total dimension of the modules just
constructed:
dimSppq`
p´1ÿ
r“1
dimVrrs “ p`pp´1qp“ p2.
With the braiding (4.3), each of the above module comodules satisfies the Yetter–
Drinfeld axiom.
B.2. Two-vertex modules. A two-vertex Yetter–Drinfeld module is a linear span of
some V a,bs, t , 0 ď s, t ď p´ 1, for fixed integers a and b (see (4.4)). The left adjoint ac-
tion of Bp on these is given by
Fprq§V a,bs, t “
rÿ
u“0
c
a,b
s, t pr,uqV
a,b
s`r´u, t`u,(B.3)
where
(B.4) ca,bs, t pr,uq “ ξ rqup2s´aq
B
s` r´u
r´u
FB
t `u
u
F r´1ź
i“u
xs` i`2t´a´by
u´1ź
j“0
xt` j´by.
The dependence on b in (B.4) is modulo p, and on a, modulo 2p. However, ca`p,bs, t pr,uq“
p´1quca,bs, t pr,uq and the matrix of Fprq§ in the basis pV
a`p,b
s, t q0ďs,tďp´1 is the same as in
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the basis pp´1qtV a,bs, t q0ďs,tďp´1; moreover, the coaction is unaffected by this extra sign.
Hence, the module comodule structure depends on both a and b modulo p.
We arrive at decomposition (4.10) by first listing all module comodules generated from
left coinvariants
V a,b0, t “ ˝
a
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˝
b
(t crosses),
and then studying their extensions.
In accordance with (B.3), the algebra acts on left coinvariants as
Fprq§V a,b0, t “
rÿ
s“0
c
a,b
t pr,sqV
a,b
r´s, t`s,
with the coefficients
(B.5) ca,bt pr,sq “ ca,b0,t pr,sq “ ξ rq´sa
B
t ` s
s
F r´1ź
i“s
xi`2t´a´by
s´1ź
j“0
xt` j´by.
In practical terms, the cases in 4.3.5 can be conveniently studies as follows.
(1) Fprq §V a,b0, t is nonvanishing and not a coinvariant for all r, 1 ď r ď p´1.
(2) V a,b0, t is not in the image of F and Fprq §V a,b0, t vanishes for some r ď p´1, i.e.,
c
a,b
t pr,sq “ 0, 1 ď s ď r.
(3) Fprq §V a,b0, t is a coinvariant, i.e., Fprq §V a,b0, t “ const V a,b0, t`r, for some r ď p´ 1,
which is equivalent to#
c
a,b
t pr,sq “ 0, 0ď s ď r´1,
c
a,b
t pr,rq ‰ 0.
Let β “ pa`b´2tqp`1. For 0ď bď p´1, this is equivalent to b“ p2t`β ´1´aqp.
In fact, every triple pa,b, tq, 0 ď a,b, t ď p´1, can be uniquely represented as
(B.6) pa,b, tq “ pa, p2t`β ´1´aqp, tq, 1 ď β ď p.
In this parameterization, coefficients (B.5) become
c
a,b
t pr,sq “ ξ rq´sa
B
t ` s
s
F rź
i“s`1
xi´β y
sź
j“1
x j´β `a´ ty.
and the analysis of the above cases becomes relatively straightforward. The results are as
follows.
B.2.1. Irreducible dimension-p modules Sta,bu0, t ppq (case (1)). A simple module co-
module of dimension p, isomorphic to Sppq in B.1.2, is generated under the Bp action
from a coinvariant V a,b0, t if and only if
(B.7) pa`b´2tqp`1 “ p.
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When this condition is satisfied, we write Sta,bu0, t , or even S
ta,bu
0, t ppq, for this module co-
module isomorphic to Sppq.5
B.2.2. Reducible dimension-p modules Vta,bu0, t rrs (case (2)). A simple module comod-
ule isomorphic to Xprq for some 1 ď r ď p´ 1 is generated under the action of Bp from
a coinvariant V a,b0, t that is not itself in the image of F if and only if r “ pa` b´ 2tqp` 1
and either of the two conditions holds:6
t ď paqp and paqp´ r`1ď t ď p´1´ r,(B.8)
t ě paqp`1 and p´ r ď t ď p´ r`paqp.(B.9)
In this case, we write Xta,bu0, t or X
ta,bu
0, t prq for the corresponding module comodule:
(B.10) Xta,bu0, t – Xprq whenever r “ pa`b´2tqp`1 and (B.8) or (B.9) holds.
Every Xta,bu0, t is further extended as in (4.7), which in terms of basis is now realized as
r´1ř
s“0
xr´1y!ca,bt pr´1,sqV
a,b
r´s, t`s
F
. . .
V a,b0, t
F
. . .
F r´1ř
s“0
xr´1y!ca,bt pr´1,sqV
a,b
r´1´s, t`s
with the south-west arrow meaning the same as in B.1.3; the quotient is isomorphic to
Xpp´ rq. The notation Vta,bu0, t rrs for this dimension-p module comodule explicitly indi-
cates the relevant left coinvariant and the dimension of the sub(co)module; the module
comodule structure depends only on r: Vta,bu0, t rrs – Vrrs.
B.2.3. Three-floor modules Pta,bu0, t rrs (case (3)). We next assume that none of the above
conditions (B.7), (B.8), (B.9) is satisfied. An exemplary exercise shows that the negation
of (B.7)_ (B.8)_ (B.9) is the “or” of the four conditions
t ě p´ r`paqp`1,(B.11)
p´ r ď t ď paqp,(B.12)
t ď paqp´ r,(B.13)
paqp`1 ď t ď p´ r´1,(B.14)
5Condition (B.7) is actually worked out as follows: For odd p, it holds if and only if either t ” 12 pa`b`
1` pq mod p with a`b even, or t “ 12 pa`b`1q with a`b odd. For even p, it holds if and only if either
t ” 12pp`1`a`bqmod p or t “
1
2 pa`b`1q (which selects only odd a`b).
6The logic of the presentation is that we assume that 0 ď a,bď p´1, and hence paqp “ a; but we do not
omit the operator of taking the residue modulo p because we refer to formulas given here also in the case
where a P Z.
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where again r “ pa` b´ 2tqp` 1, 1 ď r ď p´ 1. The module generated from the coin-
variant V a,b0, t is then a sub(co)module in an indecomposable module comodule with the
structure of subquotients
Xpp´ r1q
Xpr1q Xpr1q
Xpp´ r1q
where r1 is either r or p´ r, as we now describe.
i. If t` r ě p (which means that either (B.11) or (B.12) holds), then the submodule
generated from V a,b0, t is isomorphic to Xprq. We let it be denoted by B
ta,bu
0, t prq.
(B is for “bottom,” and L is for “left.”)
ii. If t ` r ď p´ 1 (which means that either (B.13) or (B.14) holds), then the sub-
module generated from V a,b0, t , denoted by L
ta,bu
0, t prq, is a p-dimensional reducible
module comodule with Bta,bu0, t`rpp´rq –Xpp´rq as a sub(co)module and with the
quotient isomorphic to Xprq:
L
ta,bu
0, t rrs “
Xprq
Xpp´ rq.
In terms of basis, this diagram is
V a,b0, t
F
. . .
F r´1ř
s“0
xr´1y!ca,bt pr´1,sqV
a,b
r´1´s, t`s
F
xry!V a,b0, t`r
F
. . .
The set of all diagrams of this type actually describes both cases i and ii: according
to whether a given coinvariant V a,b0,u is or is not in the image of F , it occurs either in the
bottom line (case i) or in the upper line (case ii) of the last diagram.
Every such diagram is extended further, again simply because of the “cofree” nature of
the coaction:
T a,bt`rprq
V a,b0, t
F
. . .
F r´1ř
s“0
xr´1y!ca,bt pr´1,sqV
a,b
r´s´1, t`s
F
xry!ca,bt pr,rqV
a,b
0, t`r
F
. . .
(B.15)
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where, evidently,
T a,bt`rprq “
r´1ÿ
s“0
xr´1y!ca,bt pr´1,sqV
a,b
r´s, t`s.
Setting
u
a,b
t piq “ F i´1 § T
a,b
t`rprq,(B.16)
v
a,b
t piq “ F i´1 §V
a,b
0, t ,(B.17)
we have the full picture extending (B.15) as (omitting the a,bt labels for brevity)
up1q F . . . F upp´ rq
F
vp1q F . . . F vprq
F
upp´ r`1q F . . . F uppq
vpr`1q F . . . F vppq
Here,7
δup1q “ 1bup1q` 1
xr´1y! Fp1qb vprq` . . .
and, similarly,
δupp` r´1q “ 1bupp` r´1q` q
´2r
xr´1y! Fp1qb vppq` . . . .
To label such modules by the leftmost coinvariant V a,b0, t (even though the entire module
is not generated from this element), we write Pta,bu0, t to indicate both the module type and
the characteristic coinvariant. An even more redundant notation is Pta,bu0, t rrs, indicating
the length r of the left wing (which of course is r “ pa` b´ 2tqp ` 1). The module
comodule structure depends only on r:
(B.18) Pta,bu0, t rrs – Prrs.
To summarize, given a coinvariant V a,b0, t , (B.18) holds if and only if (for r“ pa`b´2tqp`
1)
(B.19)
1 ď r ď p´1 and
t ď paqp´ r or paqp`1 ď t ď p´ r´1.
B.2.4. Completeness. We verify (4.10) by counting the total dimension of the modules
constructed. This gives p4, the dimension of Vpp2q, as follows. There are p2 modules
7
“The closure of the rhombus” in the above diagram is a good illustration of the use of the Yetter–
Drinfeld axiom, which is also used in several other derivations without special notice. The “relative factor”
q´2r in the next two formulas, in particular, is an immediate consequence of the Yetter–Drinfeld condition.
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¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t0,0u
0,0 p1q0
X
t0,0u
0,1 p4q1
L
t0,0u
0,2 r2s1
S
t0,0u
0,3 p5q2
B
t0,0u
0,4 p3q2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t0,1u
0,0 p2q0
S
t0,1u
0,1 p5q1
X
t0,1u
0,2 p3q1
L
t0,1u
0,3 r1s1
B
t0,1u
0,4 p4q2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t0,2u
0,0 p3q0
L
t0,2u
0,1 r1s0
B
t0,2u
0,2 p4q1
X
t0,2u
0,3 p2q1
S
t0,2u
0,4 p5q2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t0,3u
0,0 p4q0
L
t0,3u
0,1 r2s0
S
t0,3u
0,2 p5q1
B
t0,3u
0,3 p3q1
X
t0,3u
0,4 p1q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
S
t0,4u
0,0 p5q0
L
t0,4u
0,1 r3s0
L
t0,4u
0,2 r1s0
B
t0,4u
0,3 p4q1
B
t0,4u
0,4 p2q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t1,0u
0,0 p2q0
S
t1,0u
0,1 p5q1
X
t1,0u
0,2 p3q1
L
t1,0u
0,3 r1s1
B
t1,0u
0,4 p4q2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t1,1u
0,0 p3q0
X
t1,1u
0,1 p1q0
X
t1,1u
0,2 p4q1
X
t1,1u
0,3 p2q1
S
t1,1u
0,4 p5q2
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
X
t1,2u
0,0 p4q0
X
t1,2u
0,1 p2q0
S
t1,2u
0,2 p5q1
X
t1,2u
0,3 p3q1
X
t1,2u
0,4 p1q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
S
t1,3u
0,0 p5q0
X
t1,3u
0,1 p3q0
L
t1,3u
0,2 r1s0
B
t1,3u
0,3 p4q1
X
t1,3u
0,4 p2q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
L
t1,4u
0,0 r1s´1
B
t1,4u
0,1 p4q0
L
t1,4u
0,2 r2s0
S
t1,4u
0,3 p5q1
B
t1,4u
0,4 p3q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
S
t4,0u
0,0 p5q0
L
t4,0u
0,1 r3s0
L
t4,0u
0,2 r1s0
B
t4,0u
0,3 p4q1
B
t4,0u
0,4 p2q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
L
t4,1u
0,0 r1s´1
B
t4,1u
0,1 p4q0
L
t4,1u
0,2 r2s0
S
t4,1u
0,3 p5q1
B
t4,1u
0,4 p3q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
L
t4,2u
0,0 r2s´1
S
t4,2u
0,1 p5q0
B
t4,2u
0,2 p3q0
L
t4,2u
0,3 r1s0
B
t4,2u
0,4 p4q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
L
t4,3u
0,0 r3s´1
L
t4,3u
0,1 r1s´1
B
t4,3u
0,2 p4q0
B
t4,3u
0,3 p2q0
S
t4,3u
0,4 p5q1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
L
t4,4u
0,0 r4s´1
L
t4,4u
0,1 r2s´1
S
t4,4u
0,2 p5q0
B
t4,4u
0,3 p3q0
B
t4,4u
0,4 p1q0
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
FIGURE B.1. For each 0 ď t ď p´ 1, 0 ď a ď p´ 1, 0 ď b ď p´ 1 (where
p “ 5), the module comodule generated from V a,b0,t prq is indicated as Aa,b0,t prqν ,
where r is the dimension of the relevant subquotient, ν is the braiding index,
and A indicates the module type. Only a “ 0,1,4 are shown for compactness.
Whenever an Lta,bu0,t rrs occurs in a column of height 5, the B
ta,bu
0,t`rpp´ rq module
is present in the same column. We do not replace negative braiding indices ´1
with the “canonical” representative 3 in Z4 “for continuity.”
Sppq constructed in B.2.1, 2rpp´rqmodules Xprq in B.2.2 for each 1ď rď p´1, making
the total of 13 ppp
2´1q, and, finally, pp´rq2 modules Lprq in B.2.3 for each 1ď rď p´1,
making the total of 16 ppp´ 1qp2p´ 1q. Each Sppq is p-dimensional, each Xprq extends
to a p-dimensional module, and each Lta,bu0, t rrs extends to a 2p-dimensional module. The
total dimension is
p2 ¨ p` 13 ppp
2´1q ¨ p` 16 ppp´1qp2p´1q ¨2p“ p
4.
B.2.5. Example. Decomposition (4.10) is illustrated in Fig. B.1 for p “ 5. The figure
lists all the modules generated from the V a,b0, t with a “ 0,1,4, b “ 0,1,2,3,4, and t “
0,1,2,3,4 (two values of a are omitted for compactness). Each Bta,bu0,u prq module is a
Yetter–Drinfeld sumbodule in the Lta,bu0,u´rrp´ rs module in the same column of p “ 5
modules. The subscript additionally indicates the braiding sectors (see 4.4).
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